
                                                                 Lesson Plan:
Compound words

Teacher: Lindokuhle N Maziya Observer: Head of department Date and time: 19 August 2020; 13:00hr

Class level: Intermediate Room: Asia Expected number of students: 15

Context: compound words
Teaching aids: crossword puzzles, word search and worksheets 

Student objectives:
For students to  be able to define compound words 

For the students to be able to form compounds words and also be 
able to use them in their own sentences

For students to be able to identify compound words

Personal aims:
To have students completely understand compound words

To make sure that students can easily  identify compound words 
in texts 

Anticipated problems for students: meaning of compound words

Solutions: using the meaning of individual words to explain the 
meaning of compound words 

Anticipated problems for teacher: finding an easy way to 
explain what a compound word is in a way that no learner is 
left behind

Controlling a class with deviant learners that have been 
previously exposed to the content

 

Solutions: introducing the lesson in a manner that is a standard 
lower than the the one expected for the particular learners then 
gradually increase the level to meet the one that the students 
are actually in. 

To control deviant learners I will tell them that they must 
concentrate because at the end of the session there will be a 
written test based on the topic under discussion and its marks 
will contribute towards their overall pass grade.

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction

Greetings: good afternoon! How is everyone
Checking attendance presentation 2  minutes T-S

Quick recap of previous lesson practice 3 minutes T-S

Introduce new lesson on compound words by giving the students the definition of a 
compound word
give the students some examples of compound words and ask them if they notice any 
kind of similarity in the words

presentation  5 minutes T-S

Explain that the similar thing is that they are all made up of two combined words   presentation 2 minutes T

Give them worksheets with a list of compound words and some not , then ask the 
students to group the words in a two column table on the left written compound words 
then on the right column written regular words.

practice  5 minutes T-S

Give the students a chance to justify their answers from above production  5 minutes S

Give out worksheets with missing words that can be used to form compound words and 
tell the students to sit in groups and fill them in production  5 minutes S-S

When the time for the exercise is over,I will discuss answers with them and give them a 
chance to ask if there is something that they don’t understand

presentation  3 minutes T-S



Since the learners now have the basic understanding of what a compound is, I will then 
introduce them to the types of compound words which are closed form, hyphenated 
form and open form. 

presentation  3 minutes T

Before giving the learners the meanings of the forms of compound words, I would ask 
them to try and derive meaning from the names of the compound words. production  5 minutes T-S

I will then give them the meanings of the forms of compound words and show them how 
to differentiate them. presentation  3 minutes T

The students will provide examples of each form of compound word production 4  minutes S

The students will engage in a series of class activities to test if they understood the 
content that was discussed. practice 10 minutes S

To wrap up the class I will ask at least two volunteers to summarize the topic on 
compound words.

presentation  3 minutes T-S

I will give them a take home task that will help them for self study, then say my good 
byes and end class session.  presentation  2 minutes   T


